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Business Case Discussion

22/08/2016

Business Case Review: Key Findings
 The Preliminary Business Case explored two scenarios A (300km/h)
and B (200m/h).
 The key findings of the business case noted:
 Both scenarios broadly meet the strategic objectives of the project
 Scenario B offered the highest BCR (0.73) for the entire corridor, and had a
BCR of 1.02 for the Toronto Waterloo Corridor
 Scenario A had higher benefits and ridership (15%) than Scenario B, but a
much a lower BCR due to the high cost of tunnelling (0.40)
 Scenario A’s greater ridership is almost entirely derived from Pearson Airport
– it is expected that direct access to Pearson for Scenario B would improve
ridership
 Revenue may cover operating costs for both scenarios, but will not cover
capital costs
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Business Case Review: Benefits
 The business case suggested that HSR can yield key benefits along the
corridor:
 Expanding the 60 minute commute shed to Downtown Toronto as far as the
Region of Waterloo
 A 12% mode share for all trips between the origins and destinations served
by HSR

 Removes over 9 million tonnes of green house gases over a 60 year operating
period – for every tonne of green house gasses emitted by HSR, it saves over
23 tonnes from auto travellers
 Connects over 11 million people and 1 million jobs in industries likely to
benefit from HSR

 Over $19 billion in economic value from user travel time and cost savings,
decongestion, safety improvements, and emission reductions
 Additionally, the wider economic benefits from agglomeration – meaning
firms and workers have greater access to each other due to reduced travel
time- were forecast to be over $1 billion
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Business Case Review: Revenue
 The revenues forecast for both scenarios noted that HSR could cover
its operating costs
 Fares were assumed to be approximately a 20% increment over
existing rail fares and were calculated using a fare by distance
approach, which is common to HSR systems
 Aligning revenues and operating costs was achieved by developing a
high level service plan that provided a level of capacity that is
commensurate to demand
 A range of fares were also tested to find a suitable reference fare that
would provide a high level of ridership and revenue

 HSR systems typically adjust fares over time to meet revenue needs
and strategic objectives – the use of distance fares allows flexibility in
doing so
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Business Case Review: Modelling Approach
 The HSR business case used a built for purpose spreadsheet logit/choice
model
 Travel choice between origins and destinations with a proposed HSR
service was modelled against air, bus, auto, and conventional rail
 This model was developed at a high level using previously completed
studies and best available information for:
 Existing travel patterns
 Existing and forecasted land use and employment
 Existing and forecasted economic trends

 Projections drew from provincial and government agencies as well as
commonly used data sources, such as the Conference Board of Canada
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240 km/h Maximum Speed
Investigation

Investigating 240 km/h Maximum Speeds on Scenario B
Alignment
 The existing alignment allows for
240 km/h in select locations:
 8.1 km between Guelph and
Kitchener
 52 km between Kitchener and
London

 88 km London to Chatham
 66 km Chatham to Windsor
 Total: 214.1 km or 58% of corridor

Scenario B
Toronto to
Pearson
Pearson to
Guelph
Guelp to KW
Sub Total
KW to London
London to
Chatham

 This results in travel time savings
after Kitchener Waterloo, but with Chatham to
minor benefits (1 minute) until
Windsor
Waterloo
Total

Scenario B 240 km/h
Difference

17

17

0

25
9
51
32

25
8
50
28

0
-1
-1
-4

37

31

-6

27
147

23
132

-4
-15
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Investigating 240 km/h Maximum Speeds on Scenario B
Alignment
 240 km/h HSR trains were
trialled on the Scenario B
alignment

Changes in Ridership/Revenue with 240
km/h Trains
Change in Change in
Ridership Revenue

 Minor changes in ridership
and revenue were
estimated

Segment
Toronto to
Windsor

2.4%

3.8%

 These findings are in line
with the previous 200 and
300 km/h comparisons –
major demand differences
are driven by airport access
and not speed/travel time

Toronto to London

1.8%

2.5%

Toronto to ROW

0.8%

1.8%
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Investigating 240 km/h Maximum Speeds on Scenario B
Alignment: Change to Economics Case
240 km/h Revised Economics Case
Cost or Benefit

Scenario B

Capital Costs (Million 2021$)
Alignment

Scenario B - Toronto Scenario B - Toronto Scenario B - London
to Waterloo
to London
to Windsor

$21,390
$14,400

$7,950
$4,700

$13,100
$8,200

$8,190
$6,200

Tunnel

0

0

0

$0

Stations

$1,490

$1,100

$1,200

$290

$4,560
$540
$400
$4,660
$2,180
$28,230
$7,750
$8,980
$2,690
$150
$1,140
$20,710
-$7,520
0.73
$1,280
-$6,240
0.78

$1,400
$300
$400
$2,320
$730
$11,000
$4,260
$4,690
$1,410
$80
$600
$11,040
$40
1.00
$750
$790
1.07

$2,900
$500
$400
$3,210
$1,420
$17,730
$6,740
$7,700
$2,310
$130
$980
$17,860
$130
1.01
$1,090
$1,220
1.07

$1,660
$40
$0
$1,450
$760
$10,400
$1,010
$1,280
$380
$20
$160
$2,850
-$7,550
0.27
$190
-$7,360
0.29

Electrification
Equipment
Operations and Maintenance Facility
60 Year Operating costs (Million 2021$)
60 Year Life Cycle Costs (Million 2021$)
Present Value of Cost (Million 2021$)
60 Year Passenger Travel Time Benefits (Million 2021$)
60 Year Auto Operating Cost Savings (Million 2021$)
60 Year Decongestion Benefits (Million 2021$)
60 Year HSR GHG Benefits (Million 2021$)
60 Year Safety Benefits (Million 2021$)
Present Value of Benefits (Million 2021$)
NPV of Project (Million 2021$)
BCR
Wider Economic Benefits
Expanded NPV
Expanded BCR
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Investigating 240 km/h Maximum Speeds on Scenario B
Alignment: Change to Economics Case
Change in Economics Case Parameters

 Changes to the
economics case are
marginal
 Slight increase in
operating costs to
Waterloo
 Slight decrease in
operating costs across
the corridor due to a
reduction in number of
required train hours to
meet the time table

(240 Scenario – Scenario B)
Cost or Benefit

60 Year Operating costs (Million
2021$)
Present Value of Cost (Million
2021$)
60 Year Passenger Travel Time
Benefits (Million 2021$)
60 Year Auto Operating Cost Savings
(Million 2021$)
60 Year Decongestion Benefits
(Million 2021$)
60 Year HSR GHG Benefits (Million
2021$)
60 Year Safety Benefits (Million
2021$)
Present Value of Benefits (Million
2021$)
NPV of Project (Million 2021$)
BCR

Scenario B
Scenario B Scenario B Scenario - Toronto
- Toronto London to
B
to
to London Windsor
Waterloo
-$390

$230

-$50

-$340

-$390

$280

-$50

-$340

$300

$50

$180

$120

$440

$50

$230

$210

$130

$20

$70

$60

$10

$0.2

$10

$10

$60

$10

$30

$20

$940

$130

$520

$420

$1,330
0.04

-$150
-0.02

$570
0.03

$760
0.04
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Investigating 240 km/h Maximum Speeds on Scenario B
Alignment: Next Steps
 The planned Scenario B alignment may be improved between Toronto
and Waterloo to improve travel speeds
 Improving the Niagara Escarpment Crossing (Georgetown-Guelph) may
result in better speeds
 Existing curves at Acton and Rockwood constrain speed
 Curves can be widened at a cost to increase speed

 Solutions involve multiple short tunnels (each between 100 to 300 m
long)
 Environmental mitigation measures required by sensitive natural areas near
Acton
 Existing Rockwood curve has similar challenges, but outside sensitive natural
areas
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Investigating 240 km/h Maximum Speeds on Scenario B
Alignment: Next Steps
 Preliminary design and cost estimation is underway for GeorgetownGuelph
 Additional speed improvements could be realized between Brampton
and Georgetown
 Both of these improvements are anticipated to materially increase
capital costs
 Further improvements to speed could also be realized by using tilting
trains as the assumed rolling stock – this change is expected to have
minor impacts on costs
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Non-Responsive
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Non-Responsive

Non-Responsive

Non-Responsive

Non-Responsive

Non-Responsive

Open Discussion

Questions
Patrick Miller: patrick.miller@sdgworld.net
Leslie Buckman: leslie.buckman@sdgworld.net

DISCLAIMER: This work may only be used within the context and scope of work
for which Steer Davies Gleave was commissioned and may not be relied upon in
part or whole by any third party or be used for any other purpose. Any person
choosing to use any part of this work without the express and written
permission of Steer Davies Gleave shall be deemed to confirm their agreement
to indemnify Steer Davies Gleave for all loss or damage resulting therefrom.

